Recommended Websites and Actions
•
•

www.RefuseSmartMeters.com
Watch the “Technocracy” - Video
Read the “Technocracy Papers” by Patrick Wood

www.StopTheCrime.net
SOURCE DOCS
•

www.refusesmartmeters.com/page18.html

• Read Secret Military Documents- The Grid Is Weaponized
•

www.SmartMetersMurder.com
Watch - Radiation: The Silent War Against You

Barrie Trower / Scientist - 13-Part Series

•

www.ToxicDrinkingWater.org

Print out flyer- What is SENOMYX?
They Add it to many Beverages and Foods…

Fluoride is a poison . . . Let’s not drink it!
•

z TAKE ACTION z
DOWNLOAD FLYERS

www.ToxicSky.org
Listen to Dr. Bill Deagle’s Interview

.

The most concise explanation about what IS being done to us. . .
•

Watch - “Iron Mountain: Blueprint
for Tyranny” Documentary
Read “Silent Weapons for Quiet
Wars”
Read “NWO Plans Exposed by
Insider in 1969”

Copy flyers from the sites and distribute to all
your neighbors and friends, even out of state!

Watch What In the World are They Spraying
www.ICLEI.co

Post Signs, Bumper Stickers &
Banners To Get The Word Out

“International Criminal Law Eliminating Independence”
Exposes - ICLEI - U.N. Agenda 21 plans to take “all” individual
rights and property rights away & reduce the population

Contact Deborah

NoSmartMeters@gmail.com

“To Believe The Unimaginable, Move Into a New Reality, Manage the Unthinkable When So Many Others Are Asleep, Is the Challenge of Our Time” D.T.
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"No people will tamely surrender their Liberties, nor can any be easily subdued, when knowledge is diffused and
Virtue is preserved. On the Contrary, when People are universally ignorant, and debauched in their Manners, they will
sink under their own weight without the Aid of foreign Invaders."
Samuel Adams
"For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies on covert means for expanding
its sphere of influence--on infiltration instead of invasion, on subversion instead of elections, on intimidation instead of
free choice, on guerrillas by night instead of armies by day. It is a system that has conscripted vast human and material
resources into the building of a tightly knit, highly efficient machine that combines military, diplomatic, intelligence,
economic, scientific and political operations.”
Kennedy revealed the NWO plan for the world just before his assassination.

John F. Kennedy- SPEECH

"The individual is handicapped, by coming face-to-face, with a conspiracy so monstrous, he cannot believe it exists.
The American mind, simply has not come to a realization of the evil, which has been introduced into our midst . . . It
rejects even the assumption that human creatures could espouse a philosophy, which must ultimately destroy all that is
good and decent."

FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, 1956
Quotes from “Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars”
“A silent weapon system operates upon data obtained from a docile public by legal (but not always lawful) force. When the
government is able to collect tax and seize private property without justification, it is an indication that the public is ripe for
surrender and is consenting to enslavement and legal encroachment.”
"War is therefore the balancing of the system by killing the true creditors (the public, which we have taught to exchange true value
for inflated currency) and falling back on whatever is left of the resources of nature and regeneration of those resources."
“Until such energy dominance is absolutely established, the consent of people to labor and let others handle their affairs must be
taken into consideration, since failure to do so could cause the people to interfere in the final transfer of energy sources to the
control of the elite. It is essential to recognize that at this time, public consent is still an essential key to the release of energy in the
process of economic amplification. Therefore, consent as an energy release mechanism will now be considered.”
Do Not Allow A Smart Meter On Your Home - www.SmartMetersMurder.com
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